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Abstract
Line intensity mapping (LIM) is a promising tool to efficiently probe the three-dimensional large-scale structure by
mapping the aggregate emission of a spectral line from all sources that trace the matter density field. Spectral lines
from different redshifts can fall in the same observed frequency and be confused, however, which is a major
challenge in LIM. In this work, we develop a line deconfusion technique in map space capable of reconstructing
the three-dimensional spatial distribution of line-emitting sources. If multiple spectral lines of a source population
are observable in multiple frequencies, using the sparse approximation, our technique iteratively extracts sources
along a given line of sight by fitting the LIM data to a set of spectral templates. We demonstrate that the technique
successfully extracts sources with emission lines present at a few σ above the noise level, taking into account
uncertainties in the source modeling and presence of continuum foreground contamination and noise fluctuations.
As an example, we consider a Tomographic Ionized-carbon Mapping Experiment/CarbON C II line in post-
rEionisation and ReionisaTiOn epoch (TIME/CONCERTO)-like survey targeting [C II] at the epoch of
reionization, and reliably reconstruct the 3D spatial distribution of the CO interlopers and their luminosity
functions at 0.5z1.5. We also demonstrate a successful deconfusion for the Spectro-Photometer for the
History of the Universe, Epoch of Reionization, and Ices Explorer (SPHEREx) mission in the near-infrared
wavelengths. We discuss a formalism in which the reconstructed maps can be further cross-correlated with a
(galaxy) tracer population to estimate the total interloper power. This technique is a general framework to extract
the phase-space distribution of low-redshift interlopers, without the need of external information, for any line
deconfusion problem.
Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Observational cosmology (1146); Large-scale structure of the universe
(902); Diffuse radiation (383)
1. Introduction
Line intensity mapping (LIM) has emerged as a promising tool
to study the three-dimensional large-scale structures by mapping a
particular spectral line emission, and infers the line-of-sight
distance of the emission sources from the frequency-redshift
relation. LIM measures the aggregate emission of all sources to
constrain the bulk properties of the galaxies; whereas in traditional
galaxy surveys, only the brighter sources can be individually
detected. This relatively low spatial resolution and point-source
sensitivity requirement in LIM enables the use of small apertures
to efficiently scan a large survey volume out to high redshifts.
Several spectral lines have been proposed for LIM survey. The
21 cm hyperfine emission from neutral hydrogen (Scott & Rees
1990; Madau et al. 1997; Chang et al. 2008; Wyithe & Loeb
2008), the CO rotational lines (Righi et al. 2008; Visbal & Loeb
2010; Carilli 2011; Gong et al. 2011; Lidz et al. 2011;
Pullen et al. 2013; Breysse et al. 2014, 2016; Keating et al.
2015, 2016; Mashian et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016; Breysse &
Rahman 2017; Fonseca et al. 2017; Chung et al. 2019), the [C II]
157.7 μm fine-structure line (Gong et al. 2012; Uzgil et al. 2014;
Silva et al. 2015; Yue et al. 2015; Fonseca et al. 2017), and the
Lyα emission line (Silva et al. 2013; Gong et al. 2014; Pullen et al.
2014; Comaschi & Ferrara 2016; Croft et al. 2016, 2018; Fonseca
et al. 2017) are among the most studied lines in the LIM regime.
One of the main challenges in LIM is the astrophysical
foreground contaminations, including the continuum emission and
line interlopers. Although the continuum foregrounds are usually a
few orders of magnitude brighter than the lines (a situation more
severe for 21 cm than for other lines), their smooth spectral feature
can be used to distinguish from the line signals. This has
been extensively studied in the context of 21 cm LIM (e.g.,
Furlanetto et al. 2006; Morales et al. 2006; Bowman et al. 2009;
Chapman et al. 2012; Liu & Tegmark 2012; Parsons et al. 2012;
Switzer et al. 2015). The line interlopers, which originate from
sources residing in different redshifts emitting spectral lines in
the same observed frequency channel, are another pressing issue
for LIM experiments. The two most studied line deconfusion
techniques, source masking and cross-correlation, typically rely on
external data sets that trace the same cosmic volume: the masking
technique makes use of a galaxy survey catalog to identify and
remove bright interloper sources (Breysse et al. 2015; Silva et al.
2015; Yue et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2018), whereas cross-correlation
of an LIM survey with an external (or internal) data set can help
extract signals of interest (Lidz et al. 2009; Chang et al. 2010,
2015; Visbal & Loeb 2010; Gong et al. 2012, 2014; Masui et al.
2013; Silva et al. 2015; Croft et al. 2016; Chung et al. 2019). In
addition to these two methods, Lidz & Taylor (2016) and Cheng
et al. (2016) use the anisotropy of the interloper power spectrum
arising from projection to the target line redshift to separate the
lines. Gong et al. (2020) distinguish the lines from the same
projection effect but using the multipole power spectrum. de
Putter et al. (2014) propose to use angular fluctuations of the light
to reconstruct the 3D source luminosity density.
Most of the existing line deconfusion methods (e.g., cross-
correlation and power spectrum anisotropy) only extract the two-
point statistics (power spectrum or correlation function) but lose
the phase information of individual line maps, which are valuable
for cosmological parameter constraints and systematics control in
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the data. With individual line maps, one can extract information
beyond two-point statistics in the non-Gaussian intensity maps,
especially ones from the epoch of reionization (EoR). For
example, Breysse et al. (2017) and Ihle et al. (2019) show that the
one-point statistics of the intensity field can help constrain the
luminosity function model. In addition, individual line maps can
be used directly as density tracers for various cross-correlation,
multitracer analysis, delensing of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB), and perform consistency tests on different spatial
regions with different foreground properties.
In this work, we develop a technique to extract individual line
intensity maps from an LIM data set with blended interlopers.
Using the fact that when multiple spectral lines emitted by a source
are observable in an LIM survey, the redshift of the source can be
pinned down by fitting to a set of spectral templates that are unique
at each redshift. Without any external tracers or spectroscopic
follow-up observations, individual line maps can be directly
derived. For demonstration, we apply our technique to simulated
data of an LIM survey targeting the EoR [C II] line with multiple
low-redshift CO interlopers. In this case, the intensity field of the
low-z CO lines (0.5z 1.5) can be reconstructed since they
can be detected in multiple spectral channels.
Kogut et al. (2015) first explored the map-space line deconfusion
using the multiline wavelength information in the context of a
pencil-beam spectroscopic survey. In this work, we explore the
technique in the LIM regime that has a much lower sensitivity and
spectral resolution. In this regime, our template-fitting-based
technique can obtain the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the desired
signals by using the data from multiple frequency channels.
The recent work by Moriwaki et al. (2020) demonstrated the
feasibility of LIM phase-space deconfusion with deep learning.
They show that, in the absence of noise or foreground
components, their algorithm can reconstruct the individual line
maps that are mixed in the LIM data set. Their training data
generation relies on the assumption of signal clustering and the line
luminosity model, whereas in this work, we develop the line
deconfusion technique. It only makes use of the spectral feature of
the lines, which is more robust against the model uncertainty and
the noise.
This paper is organized as follows. First we introduce the model
and the survey parameters we used to generate the mock LIM
survey data in Section 2. Then, Section 3 describes our line de-
blending technique. Section 4 presents the results on the fiducial
setup. In Section 5, we present the performance of the technique
with more practical considerations, and discuss its applications and
extensions. The conclusion are given in Section 6. Throughout
this paper, we consider a flat ΛCDM cosmology with ns=0.97,
σ8=0.82, Ωm=0.26, Ωb=0.049, ΩΛ=0.69, and h= 0.68,
consistent with the measurement from Planck (Planck Collabora-
tion et al. 2016).
2. Mock Light Cone Construction
For each spatial pixel in an LIM survey, there are a set of
spectral channel measurements. Hereafter, the term “light
cone” refers to the collection of the spectral measurements in a
single pixel. The line deconfusion method introduced in this
work is performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, which only
utilizes the spectral information in an individual line of sight
(light cone), without taking into account the spatial clustering
information, which we leave for future work.
We test our deconfusion technique on simulated light cones.
Since the clustering information is not relevant to our technique,
we generate light cones that are based solely on the spectral line
luminosity function models and not on the clustering properties.
Thus, all light cones are independent from one another, and we
also ignore the line-of-sight clustering in this work. This allows for
both the light cone construction and deconfusion by parallelization
to speed up without affecting the quantification of performance.
As a demonstration of the technique, we assume an LIM
experiment targeting the redshifted [C II] fine-structure emis-
sion from the EoR: the LIM data set contains multiple low-z
CO rotational transitions from low redshifts as interlopers. We
note that the technique can be readily applied to any line-
confusion problem at other wavelengths.
2.1. Line Signal Models
We model the line emissions of the redshifted [C II] emission
and five low-redshift CO J-transitions: {CO(2–1), CO(3–2),
CO(4–3), CO(5–4), and CO(6–5)}. In reality, in the submillimeter
spectral range of interest (generally in the ∼200–300GHz range),
there are higher CO J lines (that are fainter), Galactic and
extragalactic dust continuum emissions (the cosmic infrared
background), CMB radiation, and atmospheric emissions that
can all contribute to the measurements. Since none of them will
produce strong spectral features that impact the performance of our
technique, we will not include them in the light cones. Instead, in
Section 5.3, we will demonstrate that the continuum foreground
mitigation in the data analysis process has a negligible impact on
our technique performance.
We use the [C II] and CO luminosity function models
provided by Popping et al. (2016), in which a semi-analytic
model including the effect of radiative transfer was used to
estimate the CO and [C II] luminosity functions as constrained
by current observations. Here we adopt their fitted Schechter
luminosity functions to construct our light cones.
2.2. Survey Parameters
We consider a mock experiment that has similar survey
parameters as the two ongoing EoR [C II] LIM experiments,
TIME (Crites et al. 2014) and CONCERTO (Lagache et al. 2018).
The mock survey covers 200–305 GHz with 70 evenly
spaced spectral channels (δν=1.5 GHz), and the Ωpix=0.43
2
arcmin2 pixel size. We assume the instrument noise is white
and has a Gaussian distribution, with four different per-pixel
noise levels of standard deviation σn= {10
3, 5×103, 104,
5×104} Jy sr−1. These values are comparable to the range of
expected instrument noise in TIME and CONCERTO.
2.3. Light Cone Generation
Based on the assumed luminosity function models and
survey parameters, we populate the light cones with sources
drawn from random realizations of the Schechter function
model. We first define a fiducial Schechter function4 for all of
the lines as a function of redshift,
fF = a -   ℓ e . 1
* *
*( ) ( ) ( )( )
We discretize the luminosity and redshift into bins ofD  *( )
in 100 luminosity bins in log-space from = -  10 3* to 10,
4 For the fiducial Schechter function, we choose the f* and α values of
CO(1–0) for z5 and [C II] for z>5 in Popping et al. (2016). We interpolate
or extrapolate the Schechter function parameters to the desired redshift from the
values of z=[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6] given by Popping et al. (2016).
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and 2000 redshift bins of Δz=5×10−4 in linear space from
z=0 to z=10. The expectation value of the source counts N
within each D and Δz bin is given by
cá ñ = F D W D N ℓ D z d
dz
z , 2Apix
2
*( )[ ( )] ( ) ( )
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
where the last square bracket is the co-moving volume of the voxel
defined by spatial pixel Ωpix and redshift bin Δz, DA is the co-
moving angular diameter distance, and χ is the co-moving
distance.
For each  z,( ) bin, we assign its source counts to a Poisson
random number with expectation value á ñN , and then integrate
along  to get the total luminosity in each redshift bin  ztot( ). We
define º  N z tot *( ) as the “effective number counts” per
redshift bin. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the N(z) of one
example light cone.
Next, we assign the line luminosity signals in each redshift
bin to N z ℓ line*( ) , where ℓ
line
* is the ℓ* value of the line in thePopping et al. (2016) model. We then project the line signals to
their corresponding spectral channels to make the light cones.
The middle panel of Figure 1 shows an example light cone
spectrum from the N(z) shown in the left panel.
Finally, we add a Gaussian random fluctuation with an rms
σn value to each channel to account for the instrumental noise.
The right panel of Figure 1 shows the same light cone with a
σn=10 kJy Gaussian noise.
This light cone construction procedure assumes that all of the
spectral lines have the same Schechter function parameters (f*
and α) and thus the same luminosity function shape; the CO
spectral line energy distribution (SLED) is also fixed. That is,
by construction, all of the sources have the same line
luminosity ratio sets by the relative value of ℓ line* . In the mainparts of this work, we use this fixed SLED model, and we test
the impact of adding the SLED variation on the performance of
our technique in Section 5.1.
We further point out that, even though the luminosity function
has been sampled to the faint end ( - ℓ10 3 *), the light cone signals
are still dominated by a few bright peaks. This indicates that the
emission field can be well described by the few bright sources in
the data. In other words, to extract the line emission field from a
single line, one only needs to determine the redshift and
luminosity of those bright sources. This is the main concept of
our deconfusion technique, detailed in Section 3.
3. Methods
3.1. Formalism
The intensity of a light cone in frequency channel νi can be
expressed as the linear combination of signals from all Nz
redshift bins and the noise ni,
ån = +~
=
I A N z n , 3i
j
N
ij j i
1
z
( ) ( ) ( )
where N zj( ) is the effective number of ℓ* sources in redshift zj
(Section 2.3), and Aij converts N(zj) to the observed intensity in
channel νi.
A is an Nch×Nz matrix, where we have Nch=70 spectral
channels, and we use Nz=2000 (Δz=5×10
−4) redshift
bins. In principle, we can setΔz to infinitesimally small values;
however, in practice the redshift resolution is limited by the
instrument spectral resolution, as the SLEDs of nearby galaxies
can be highly degenerate when their respective spectral lines
fall in the same set of observed channels. Setting Nz=2000 in
fact gives a much finer redshift resolution compared to the
spectral channel width. We will use this fine redshift resolution
as a starting point, and discuss the strategy to reduce redshift
bins and therefore remove redundant information at the end of
Section 3.1.
Most of the elements in Aij are zeros except for which the
sources at zj emit a spectral line at the observed frequency νi. In
this case,
p dnº = W
~
A I z ℓ z
D z
1
4
, 4ij j j
L j i
line line
2
pix
* *( ) ( ) ( )
( )
where ℓ line* is the line luminosity of an ℓ* source in the model,
DL is the luminosity distance, and I
line
* is defined as the
observed line intensity of an ℓ zj
line
* ( ) source at zj. Figure 2
shows the I line* in our assumed model.
5 Note that Equation (3)
assumes that all of the sources at the same redshift have the
same SLED, and we will first build our technique based on this
assumption. In reality, the SLED varies across galaxy type. In
Section 5.1, we will show that our method also works in the
realistic level of SLED variation.
Equation (3) can be written in the matrix form,
= +~I AN n, 5( )
where I and n are Nch-element column vectors, N is an
Nz-element column vector, and
~
A is an ´N Nch z matrix. The
top panel of Figure 3 shows the
~
A matrix in our model. The
~
A
matrix is mostly zeros, and the six curves from left to right are
the six spectral lines, CO(2–1), CO(3–2), CO(4–3), CO(5–4),
CO(6–5), and [C II].
Figure 1. Steps of constructing a light cone. Left: N(z), the effective number of ℓ* sources in each redshift bin in this light cone. Middle: the signals from all six
spectral lines and the sources in the 70 spectral channels. Right: the mock observed light cone (blue) consists of the signals (middle panel) and the s = 10n kJy
Gaussian noise. The black line is the signal component (same as the middle panel) for reference.
5 The glitch in CO(5–4) at z∼1 is due to a feature in the Schechter
luminosity function model in Popping et al. (2016). In their CO(5–4)
luminosity function fit at z=1, a slightly higher L* and and a lower α value
are derived that cause the slight apparent discontinuity in redshift, even though
the luminosity function does not show an abrupt change at z=1.
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The goal of our line deconfusion technique is to solve for the
source count vector N in a given observed light cone data I and
a model
~
A matrix. With the N solution, the intensity map of
individual spectral lines Iline can be reconstructed by
= ~I A Nline line , where ~Aline is ~A when only the target spectral
line signals are turned on.
We further rewrite Equation (3) by normalization and
reducing the nuisance information. First, we normalize the
columns in
~
A and move the normalization factor Ij
norm to their
N element:
= +~I AN n, 6( )
where
å
=
=
=
~
~
=
A A I
N N I
A
,
,
1. 7
ij ij j
j j j
i
N
ij
norm
norm
1
2
ch
( )
Next, we will reduce the nuisance or redundant elements in
Equation (6). The columns of A are the basis spanning the
observed data space. In constructing
~
A , we simply design the
columns to be equally spaced redshift bins as shown in the top
panel of Figure 3. However, this natural basis is highly
degenerate. To remove the nuisance information, we first
discard the redshift bins that are zero vectors in
~
A . The sources
in these redshifts do not emit lines in observable frequencies,
and thus no information can be used to constrain their N(z).
Second, for the redshift bins containing only one CO line, their
normalized columns in A are identical to other columns having
a [C II] signal in the same frequency channel. In other words,
given observed data I, we cannot distinguish the origin of the
source with a single line emission. Therefore, we combine
these identical columns into a single column. In conclusion, we
keep the columns in A with redshift bins that can be observed
with multiple spectral lines, plus an identity matrix for the
redshift bins that only have a single detectable line.
For all of the redshifts that can be observed in multiple lines,
we design the size of the redshift bins based on the following
two competing considerations. On the one hand, the redshift
bins have to be small enough to faithfully represent the emitting
source distribution. On the other hand, finer redshift bins give
larger
~
N size, and therefore more unknown parameters to be
solved. The information can be compressed by combining
some neighboring redshift bins, which are highly degenerate,
since they have signals in the same channels with similar
amplitudes. Therefore, we design the redshift bins using the
following procedures: we (1) generate A with fine redshift bins
(D = ´ -z 5 10 4 from z=0 to 10),6 (2) keep the columns with
multiple lines, (3) then identify the group of neighboring
columns that have signals in the same sets of channels, and (4)
keep the medium bin and discard the others. With this process,
we get 195 nondegenerate columns. Hereafter, “multiline
redshift bins” refers to these 195 redshift bins that can be
detected in multiple channels. Finally, we append the Nch-sized
identity matrix (that accounts for the single-line redshift bins)
to these 195 columns to generate A. The bottom left panel in
Figure 3 shows matrix A, which has size ´ = ´N N 70 265zch
(195 multiline redshifts plus 70 columns of identity matrix).
The bottom right panel shows the redshift of the 195 multiline
bins, and their color labels are the pairs of detectable CO lines.
We also define six broad bands from these pairs of lines by
binning groups of channels. Table 1 lists the definition of the
broad bands. Note that the CO(2–1) and CO(3–2) overlapping
redshifts of 0.13<z<0.5 can also be reconstructed, but they
are only covered by four frequency channels, which makes it
difficult to quantify the reconstruction performance with
sufficient statistical power. Therefore, we ignore these redshifts
in our analysis.
Our line deconfusion technique can only solve
~
N in the 195
multiline redshift bins. The last 70 elements in
~
N that
correspond to the identity matrix in A are nuisance parameters,
since they represent degenerate “single-line” signals from
different redshifts—that is to say, we cannot reconstruct the
signals in the single-line redshifts, which are the regions not
covered by the lines in the bottom left panel of Figure 3
(  z0.15 0.51; 0.72z0.89; z1.87). In the follow-
ing analysis, we will only focus on the reconstruction of
~
N in
the 195 multiline redshift bins.
3.2. Sparse Approximation
The key step in our deconfusion technique is to solve for
~
N
in Equation (6), given the observed spectrum I and model A.
This type of linear system has been extensively studied in the
context of CMB map making, in which I, n, and
~
N in
Equation (6) can be analogized to the time-ordered data, time-
stream noise, and the pointing matrix, respectively. However,
contrary to the map-making problem, our system is an ill-posed
problem as there are more unknown variables (Nz=265) than
the input data points (Nch=70). Thus the standard map-
making algorithm (e.g., Stompor et al. 2002) cannot be applied.
In Equation (6), the columns of A form a basis for I, and the
solution
~
N is the linear combination coefficient. The columns
of A form an over-complete basis, since the A matrix is only of
rank Nch, and thus the solution
~
N is not unique. Indeed, for any
given observed data I, there are infinite
~
N that can perfectly fit
the input.
Nevertheless, Equation (6) can be solved with the “sparse”
condition, which means the preferred solution of
~
N is the one
with a small number of nonzero elements. With this constraint,
we can solve Equation (6) with the following well-defined
Figure 2. Intensity of the CO lines I* from the sources of characteristic
luminosity ℓ*.
6 Note that with these fine bins, the same frequency bin can map to multiple
redshift bins instead of a one-to-one mapping.
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optimization problem:
- <~~ I ANNargmin
1
, 8
N ch
2
2 2
0
( ) 
 
where the ℓ0-norm 0·  is the number of nonzero elements, and
ò sets the threshold of error tolerance of the fit.
This type of problem is known as “sparse approximation,”
which has been extensively studied in the context of signal
processing and compressive sensing (Candes et al. 2006;
Donoho 2006). The sparse approximation algorithms solve the
sparse representation of the signal in a “dictionary” that is
composed of a set of “atoms,” and represent the signal in the
data in terms of the linear combination of a few atoms in the
dictionary. In Equation (8), the dictionary is the matrix A, and
the atoms are the column vectors of A.
The sparse approximation can only be applied if
º ~Nk N0 ch   . Note that the sparsity of the problem is
quantify by k/Nch but not k/Nz, since k/Nz can always be
designed to be arbitrarily small by choosing a large basis (fine
redshift bins). However, the degree of freedom in the solution
is restricted by the input size Nch, and thus the k Nch
condition prohibits the algorithm from using more parameters
than the input degree of freedom to over-fit the data.
In general, LIM light cones are not sparse, since there is
always a large number of faint sources in the typical luminosity
function (e.g., Schechter function), so all of the elements in
~
N
are nonzero. However, as mentioned in Section 2.3, the light
cone signals are dominated by only a few bright sources, and
the intensity field can be well described by them. Conse-
quently, the parameter k in our problem can be quantified by
the “effective” number of these bright sources per voxel that
contribute most of the emission. Following Cheng et al. (2019),
we define the effective number Neff as:
ò
òº
F
FN z
V dℓ ℓ z ℓ
V dℓ ℓ z ℓ
,
,
, 9eff
vox
2
vox
2
( )( ) ( )
( )
( )
where Vvox is the voxel size of the redshift bin. Note that Φ is
the number of sources per luminosity per voxel, and therefore
Neff is dimensionless and is proportional to the voxel size. Neff
can be interpreted as the reciprocal of the effective shot noise in
LIM, which is analogous to the N1 shot noise in a galaxy
Figure 3. Top:
~
A matrix with our model on 70 frequency channels and 2000 redshift bins.
~
A are zeros (white) for the majority of the elements, and the six curves from
left to right correspond to the six spectral lines, CO(2–1), CO(3–2), CO(4–3), CO(5–4), CO(6–5), and [C II]. The color scale indicates line intensities in the fiducial
model. The gray shaded regions are the redshifts at which sources can be observed in multiple lines, and thus can be reconstructed in our technique. Bottom left: A
matrix with Nch×Nz=70×265 size, which is the reduced and normalized
~
A . The color scale represents the intensities with the fiducial model SLED normalized
within each column, i.e., for all column j,å == A 1iN ij1 2ch . Bottom right: the redshift of the 195 multiline redshift bins in A, which are the redshift bins that have multiple
CO lines observable in our mock survey. The colors label the pairs of detectable CO lines. The redshifts not covered by multiple CO lines cannot be reconstructed with
our technique (0.15z0.51; 0.72z0.89; z1.87).
Table 1
Frequencies and Redshifts of the Six Defined Broad Bands
Name Line ν Bin Index ν (GHz) á ñ -z z zmin max( )
J3 high CO(3–2) 51–69
(19 bins)
200.75–227.75 0.61 (0.51–0.72)
J4 low CO(4–3) 0–24 (25 bins) 268.25–304.25 0.61 (0.51–0.72)
J4 high CO(4–3) 41–69
(29 bins)
200.75–242.75 1.09 (0.89–1.30)
J5 low CO(5–4) 0–36 (37 bins) 250.25–304.25 1.09 (0.89–1.30)
J5 high CO(5–4) 37–69
(33 bins)
200.75–248.75 1.59 (1.30–1.87)
J6 low CO(6–5) 0–42 (43 bins) 241.25–304.25 1.56 (1.26–1.87)
Note. The CO(2–1) and CO(3–2) overlapping redshifts of 0.13<z<0.5 can
also be reconstructed, but they are only covered by four frequency channels,
which makes it difficult to quantify the reconstruction performance with
sufficient statistical power. Therefore, we ignore these redshifts in our analysis.
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power spectrum. If the luminosity function Φ follows the
Schechter function form, then Neff is (approximately) the
number of sources brighter than ℓ*, which contributes the
majority of the emission.
We can estimate k by the cumulative Neff(z) along the line of
sight per light cone. Figure 4 shows the cumulative Neff in our
model. While Neff∼100 from z=0 to 10, the only relevant
range is z 2.5, where CO lines fall in the observed
frequency range (see Figure 3, top panel). Above z∼2.5, only
the high-z [C II] lines can be observed, but they are much
fainter then the CO signals and the assumed noise level, so they
can be treated as background fluctuations. Therefore, for
z2.5, we find Neff∼10=Nch=70, so the sparse
condition is qualified in our problem.
3.3. The Matching Pursuit Algorithm
We use the matching pursuit (MP) algorithm first introduced
by Mallat & Zhang (1993) to solve for Equation (8). The MP
algorithm iteratively selects an “atom” in the “dictionary” to
project out part of the signals in the data, and keep track of the
current solution of the signal and residual for the next step until
the stopping criteria is met. In our case, the column vectors in
A are the atoms that form the dictionary space. A detailed
description of the MP algorithm is in Appendix A.
In each step of the MP algorithm, the selected atom is the
one that has the maximum inner product with the residual. The
S/N of the signals in each step is the ratio of that maximum
inner product to the instrument noise level σn (see Appendix B
for the proof). Therefore, if we set the stopping criteria to be the
maximum inner product smaller than m times of σn, then this is
an m-σ detection threshold on the signals (e.g., m= 5 for a 5σ
detection). Note that the detection threshold here is based on
the combined information in multiple spectral channels
projected onto the dictionary space.
The choice of detection threshold “m” is a trade-off between
the purity and completeness of the source extraction. Higher
“m” values give a higher purity map, whereas lower “m” values
pick out fainter sources at the cost of increased false detections
from noise. The optimal value of “m” depends on the
instrument sensitivity and the purpose of the reconstruction
map. For example, to reconstruct the line luminosity function,
one might use a higher threshold to reduce the false detections
at the faint end; whereas to constrain the large-scale structure, a
lower threshold is preferred to reduce the shot noise in the
power spectrum. An analytical formalism to determine the
optimal threshold is to make use of the Fisher information
framework (Cheng et al. 2019), where one calculates the
expectation value of the desired observable (e.g., power
spectrum) as a function of threshold for a given signal model
and noise level, and estimates the threshold that optimizes the
Fisher information. Alternatively, one can simply perform test
simulations with different thresholds to determine the optimal
value. Both approaches can provide guidance on choosing the
optimal threshold for the problem at hand, and a detailed
investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.
4. Results
We present line deconfusion results in the simple case where
mock light cones and the template (A) are both generated from
the same signal model (Section 2.3). We demonstrate that in
this scenario, our technique is capable of extracting low-z CO
signals in the presence of realistic instrumental noise. We
discuss the robustness of the performance against uncertainties
in the signal model and contamination from astrophysical
foregrounds, and extend the application to spectral lines in
different wavelengths in Section 5.
We quantify the reconstruction performance by computing
two statistics on the true and reconstructed data: (1) the Pearson
correlation coefficient (Section 4.2) and (2) the voxel intensity
distribution (VID; Section 4.3). The former quantifies the
phase-space information, whereas the latter captures the one-
point statistics that describes the distribution of voxel
intensities.
Finally, we present results with a variety of instrument noise
levels σn and the reconstruction threshold m. For each test, we
use 2500 mock light cones to calculate the correlation
coefficient and VID, and estimate errors with 100 noise
realizations.
4.1. Visualization of Example Results
Figure 5 visualizes the reconstruction results on one of the
spectrum bins (274 GHz) that contains five lines (CO(3–2),
CO(4–3), CO(5–4), CO(6–5), and [C II]) in the observable
band. We place the 400 light cones into a 20×20 pixel map,
and show the true and the reconstructed intensity fields. Note
that the input signals do not exhibit spatial clustering because
each light cone is generated independently. The top left panel
shows the total signal intensity from all five lines, and the top
right panel shows the observed intensity including the total line
signals and a Gaussian instrument noise with σn=10
4 Jy sr−1.
In this channel, three of the lines (CO(4–3), CO(5–4), and
CO(6–5)) are in the multiline regime, so they can be
reconstructed with our algorithm. The three bottom panels
compare the true input to the reconstructed intensity maps for
these lines with 10σ, 5σ, and 1σ reconstruction threshold as the
MP algorithm stopping criteria.
The choice of threshold is a trade-off between the
completeness and the purity in the reconstructed map. As
shown in Figure 5, in the high threshold case (10σ), the MP
algorithm only extracts a few bright sources that are above the
reconstruction threshold. As the threshold decreases, more
sources are reconstructed, at the cost of increased false positive
detection from the noise fluctuations or the interlopers. This
example provides a visual depiction of the reconstruction
algorithm. To further quantify the reconstruction performance,
we consider two summary statistics in the following sections.
Figure 4. Redshift cumulated Neff in our model (black dashed line). The red
segments mark the multiline redshift ranges that have multiple observable CO
lines. Thus, the deconfusion technique can be applied.
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4.2. Pearson Correlation Coefficient
We quantify the reconstruction performance by the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the true and the reconstructed
maps in each channel. The Pearson correlation coefficient is
defined by
å
å å
= - á ñ - á ñ
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where Nlc=2500 is the number of light cones, I itrue and I
i
rec are
the true and the reconstructed line intensity maps, respectively,
at the ith light cone. Figure 6 shows the results of the
correlation coefficient with a s = 10n 4 Jy sr−1 noise level and a
5σ reconstruction threshold. Our reconstructed map achieves
∼80% correlation with the true input map at z1.5.
Figure 7 shows the correlation coefficient r within a range
of noise level σn and the reconstruction threshold m. For
simplicity, we show the average r value of each broad band
defined in Table 1. The key findings are summarized below.
1. At a fixed m value, r decreases as σn increases. This is
because under the same purity (same m), the detection
threshold mσn is higher for higher σn, and thus fewer
sources have been reconstructed.
2. The six defined bands correspond to three pairs of lines
from different redshift bands (Table 1). The lines within
each pair are strongly correlated because they are the
signals from the same sources, and thus they are
reconstructed in the same MP iteration. The pairs of
lines in the same redshift are reconstructed in the same
MP iteration, and as a result, they are highly correlated.
3. Because of the purity and completeness trade-off, the
maximum correlation r happens at the intermediate thresh-
old m (except for the lowest-noise σn=10
3 Jy sr−1 case,
discussed in the next enumerated point).
4. Correlation coefficient r has very low dependency on σth
in the σn=10
3 Jy sr−1 case. This can be understood
by comparing the noise level σn to the quantity I*, the
intensity of theℓ* source in the Schechter function
(Figure 2). At the redshift range in which we perform the
reconstruction (0.5z 1.9), 104I* 105 Jy sr−1,
which indicates that mσn<I* for all of the m values
considered in Figure 7 (m=1∼10). In the Schechter
luminosity function, the sourcesℓ* contribute the
majority of the information in the intensity field (Cheng
et al. 2019), and thus the correlation coefficient r is not
sensitive to the change in reconstruction threshold if
mσn= ℓ*.
4.3. VID
The Pearson correlation coefficient traces the phase-space
variations between the true and reconstructed maps, but it
cannot distinguish a systematic constant offset, i.e., if the
reconstructed line signals are systematically lower or higher
than the true input. Therefore, we check the consistency of the
reconstructed and true input maps using the one-point statistics,
VID. Note that we do not directly compare the mean intensity
of each map since we only reconstruct the bright sources that
are above the threshold and neglect all faint sources in the
reconstructed map, so the mean intensity is not expected be
faithfully recovered.
The VID of an LIM map contains information beyond the
power spectrum, and is valuable for LIM targeting a late-time
universe where the large-scale structure is highly non-Gaussian
and cannot be fully described by two-point statistics. For
example, Breysse et al. (2017) showed that the VID can
constrain the luminosity function model parameters, and Ihle
et al. (2019) demonstrated that a joint analysis of the power
spectrum and VID improved the constraining power on the
source luminosity function.
Figure 8 compares the VID of the true and reconstructed
maps in the six broad bands with noise level σn=10
4 Jy sr−1
and reconstruction threshold m=4. The gray lines compose
the VID of the total observed map, which includes signals from
all of the lines and noise. The black lines are the VID of the
target line maps, and the red data points are the VID of the
reconstructed target line map. While the VID of the total
Figure 5. Visualization of the phase-space reconstruction with σn=10
4
Jy sr−1. We place the 400 toy model light cones into a 20×20 pixel map, and
show the reconstruction results on one of the spectrum bins (274 GHz). The top
left panel is the true signal intensity map from all of the spectral lines (CO
(3–2), CO(4–3), CO(5–4), CO(6–5), and [C II]). The top right panel is the
observed intensity map including line signals (top left panel) and noise. The
bottom three panels show the true input and the 10σ, 5σ, and 1σ reconstructed
(right) emission field of the three spectral lines in the multiline regime where
the signal can be reconstructed.
Figure 6. Pearson correlation coefficient r between the true and the
reconstructed maps on 2500 light cones with s = 10n 4 Jy sr−1 5σ reconstruc-
tion. The bands are the 1σ scatter of 100 noise realizations with the sample line
signal. The gray bands are the r value with the white noise map for reference.
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observed map is one to two orders of magnitude above that of
the target line signal, our reconstruction technique can
faithfully recover the VID of the signal to slightly below the
I*-scale, the characteristic source luminosity in the Schechter
function.
In this realistic survey setup with the assumed signal model,
we show that our method can successfully reconstruct the VID
of the CO signal down to ~ℓ* scales. This provides a strong
constraint on the CO luminosity function, as both are 1D
statistics of the intensity field and are closely related. The CO
luminosity function at various redshifts provides valuable
insight on the formation and evolution of galaxies across
cosmic time. Specifically, CO is a tracer of H2 gas in the
interstellar medium, and can therefore be used to study the
evolution of the molecular gas content and their distribution as
a function of time (Walter et al. 2014; Decarli et al. 2019;
Riechers et al. 2019). We note though that the expected S/N on
the luminosity function depends on the assumed model.
5. Discussion
5.1. Model Uncertainty
For the results presented in Section 4, the light cone signals and
the dictionary template A are both generated from the same
assumed signal model (Section 2). However, in reality, the
variation in SLED across galaxies will affect the reconstruction
performance. To test how the SLED uncertainties affect the
reconstruction, we apply three different SLED model variations
and bias levels (at 20%, 50%, and 100%) to the mock data, and
run the reconstruction with the same dictionary template A. We
detail the definition of variation and bias below. Daddi et al.
(2015) measured multiple CO lines of ultraluminous infrared
galaxies (ULIRGs) at z∼1.5, and estimated a∼20% variation on
the CO SLED ratio for their sample. Therefore, an assumed 50%
or 100% variation can be more extreme than realistic variations.
5.1.1. SLED Model Variation
First, we test the case with SLED model variations. For each
line of each source in the mock light cone, we assign a line
luminosity Lline:
d= +L L 1 , 11Lline fidline ( ) ( )
where Lfid
line is the fiducial luminosity from our model, and δL is
a zero-mean Gaussian random variable with standard devia-
tions of 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 for the 20%, 50%, and 100% variation
cases, respectively.
Figure 9 shows the reconstructed correlation coefficients r
with a 4σ reconstruction threshold (m= 4) with different SLED
variations. We see that introducing 20% SLED variations in the
Figure 7. Average correlation coefficient r in each broad band (Table 1) within a range of noise level σn and the reconstruction threshold m. The error bars are the rms
of 100 noise realizations.
Figure 8. VID of the true input (black) and the reconstructed (red) maps in the six broad bands with noise level σn=10
4 Jy sr−1 and reconstruction threshold m=4.
The error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations. The gray curves are the VID of the total observed map, which includes signals from all of the lines and noise. For
reference, the blue and green dashed lines mark the noise level σn and I*, respectively.
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model has a very mild impact on the reconstructed correlation;
whereas with 50% (100%) variation, the correlation coefficient
drops by about 10% (∼50%). Figure 10 compares the VID. We
see that the SLED fluctuation has a negligible impact on the
VID reconstruction in the 20%, 50%, and 100% variation
cases. Hence, we conclude that our technique is robust against
a realistic level of CO SLED fluctuations.
5.1.2. Model Offset
In addition to SLED variation, we also test whether our
model gives biased estimates of the average SLED by
assigning line luminosity Lline as
= +L L b1 , 12Lline fidline ( ) ( )
where bL is a constant offset that we assign to the model lines,
and it is applied to all of the sources in the mock light cones. For
the 20% bias level, we apply bL= (+0.1,−0.1,+0.1,−0.1)
for the four CO lines CO(3–2), CO(4–3), CO(5–4), and CO(6–5)
to ensure the SLED ratio between neighboring lines is 20%, since
our algorithm is only sensitive to the line ratio between two
neighboring CO lines.
Figures 11 and 12 show the reconstructed correlation
coefficients r and VID with a 4σ with three SLED bias levels.
Similar to Figure 9, the correlation only drops significantly
when the bias is tuned to 100%. Therefore, our technique is
also robust against a realistic level of potential CO SLED bias.
5.2. Application to LIM in Other Wavelengths
The technique developed in this work is not restricted to the
[C II] and CO lines’ blending problem. It can in principle be
applied to a range of LIM experimental setups. As a demonstra-
tion, we apply our method to reconstruct near-infrared lines in a
Spectro-Photometer for the History of the Universe, Epoch of
Reionization, and Ices Explorer (SPHEREx)-like survey.
SPHEREx is an ongoing NASA MIDEX mission to conduct
an all-sky near-infrared spectro-imaging survey (Doré et al.
2014).7 SPHEREx will carry out the first all-sky spectral
survey at wavelengths between 0.75 and 5 μm with 96 spectral
channels and a 6 2pixel size. Lyα (121.6 nm), Hα (656.3
nm), Hβ (486.1 nm), [O II] (372.7 nm), and [O III] (500.7 nm)
are the five prominent lines detectable by SPHEREx across a
range of redshifts especially in the LIM regime.
The line signal model is described in Appendix C. We generate
near-infrared LIM mock data with a 6 2×6 2 pixel size and a
5σ point-source sensitivity of mAB=22 (similar depth as the
Figure 9. Comparing r of the no SLED variation (red), 20% variation (cyan), 50% variation (yellow), and 100% variation (purple) with the 4σ reconstruction
threshold. The values are the average of r within the channels of the band, and the error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations of all of the spectral bins in
each band.
Figure 10. VID of the no SLED variation (red), 20% variation (cyan), 50% variation (yellow), and 100% variation (purple), and the true (black) maps in the six broad
bands with noise level σn=10
4 Jy sr−1 and reconstruction threshold m=4. The error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations. The gray curves are the VID of the
total observed map, which includes signals from all of the lines and noise. For reference, the blue and green dashed lines mark the noise level σn and I*.
7 http://spherex.caltech.edu
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SPHEREx deep fields), and run our deconfusion algorithm on the
mock light cones. Figure 13 shows the results of the correlation
coefficients between the true and 3σ-threshold reconstructed
intensity maps. The reconstructed map achieves ∼80% correlation
with the true input map at z 3, and decreases toward higher
redshifts, as the I* of the lines approaches the noise level σn. At
z∼5, the brightest line, Hα, is redshifted into SPHEREx bands
with a high spectral resolution of R ∼130 and suffers less signal
dilation, resulting in an increase of S/N on a single source
detection, and thus r slightly rebounds at this redshift.
To account for uncertainties in modeling the SLED, we
apply a realistic level of line luminosity variations from
Moustakas et al. (2006). We apply 10%, 50%, and 100% SLED
variations (Equation (11)) to the line luminosity ratio of
Hα/Hβ, [O II]/Hα, and [O III]/[O II], respectively. Figure 14
shows the correlation coefficients between the true and 3σ-
threshold reconstructed intensity maps. Comparing with the
fixed SLED case (Figure 13), only the Hβ line shows a
significant decrease in performance. The intensity map of the
three brighter lines (Hα, [O II], and [O III]) can still be
extracted with70% correlation compared to the true input.
We conclude that our algorithm can reasonably well
reconstruct the phase-space LIM signal in a SPHEREx-like
experiment, given the expected variation of (redshifted) optical
line ratios. The technique can be generalized to different LIM
experimental applications, and the reconstructions are fairly
robust against uncertainties in the SLED modeling.
5.3. Foreground Subtraction
In addition to line interlopers, LIM data are subjected to
strong continuum foreground from various sources. For the
frequency range considered in this work (∼200–300 GHz), the
dominant foregrounds are the atmospheric emission, dust
continuum, and the CMB; whereas for LIM in the near-
infrared, e.g., SPHEREx (Doré et al. 2014), the zodiacal light
and the galaxy stellar continuum are the dominant continuum
foregrounds. Even though these foregrounds are brighter than
the sought-after line signals, their spectral responses are
expected to be smooth and are distinct from the spectral line
features, so that the continuum foregrounds can be separated
and mitigated, for example by a smooth function fit such as a
low-order polynomial.8 Here we test how the foreground
mitigation process affects our line reconstruction results.
We consider two cases of foreground mitigation. First we
emulate the foreground removal process in the presence of an
approximately constant foreground in both the spatial and
spectral dimensions, for example the zodiacal light. In this case,
before running the reconstruction, we subtract the mean value
of the whole data cube, i.e., the mean intensity in Nlc×Nν
voxels. The second case is to emulate the continuum
subtraction process of the galaxy stellar or dust continuum,
which are expected to have smooth spectra but be different in
each light cone, since each light cone contains different
galaxies with different continuum spectra. We fit and subtract a
first-order polynomial function to the spectrum of each light
cone before running the reconstruction.
The results of a 4σ-threshold reconstruction with different
noise σn level are shown in Figures 15 and 16. We can see that,
compared to the no background subtraction case, the r value is
even higher in these two tests. This is because our reconstruc-
tion only extracts the bright lines, and the fainter lines act as a
background for the MP algorithm. The signals from the fainter
lines introduce not only fluctuations but also a bias in the data,
since the line signals are always positive unlike the zero-mean
noise. The reconstruction performance is improved after
background subtraction because this bias level is also removed
during this process. For the VID results, we see that there is no
significant difference compared to the no background subtrac-
tion case. This is again due to the fact that the background level
is much fainter than the brightness of the sources being
extracted with our algorithm, so the background subtraction has
no impact on the reconstruction. In conclusion, the background
subtraction in the LIM data reduction pipeline will not affect
our line reconstruction technique.
5.4. Prior with External Catalogs
Our analysis uses the LIM data itself without invoking any
external information. In practice, initial LIM survey fields are
designed to in part overlap with existing photometric or
spectroscopic galaxy surveys, and thus there will be informa-
tion provided by external galaxy catalogs to aid the line
deconfusion problem. Ignoring redshift uncertainties of the
external catalogs, one simple approach to incorporate the
external information is to force the MP algorithm to first select
the redshift bins that contain galaxies from the catalog. After
iterating through the catalog sources, we then continue the
normal MP procedure until hitting the stopping criteria.
To test the effect of including prior knowledge from external
catalogs, we generate a mock catalog by selecting sources with
CO(5–4) flux greater than 150 Le Mpc
−2 (6×10−17 W m−2)
in each light cone. The source density in the catalog is ∼1.2 per
light cone (integrated along the line of sight) for a 0.432
arcmin2 pixel solid angle. The flux cut corresponds to an L*
galaxy at z∼2. According to Helgason et al. (2012), such an
L* galaxy has an absolute magnitude MAB∼−23 in the
optical, which gives an apparent magnitude of mAB∼21.8,
approximately the depth of the assumed optical catalog.
Figure 11. Comparison of r of the no SLED bias (red), 20% bias (cyan), 50% bias (yellow), and 100% bias (purple) with a 4σ reconstruction threshold. The values are
the average of r within the channels of the band, and the error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations of all of the spectral bins in each band.
8 Some foreground components are also spatially smooth (e.g., zodiacal
light), which can be filtered in the spatial domain as well.
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With this mock external catalog, we identify the redshift bins
containing the catalog sources, regardless of the noise level and
threshold value. After projecting out these components, we run
the MP algorithm on the residual data per usual until we hit the
stopping criteria. The results of a 4σ-threshold reconstruction
with different noise levels are shown in Figure 17. The
reconstruction shows improved results for all noise levels.
However, the huge improvement in the highest-noise case
cannot be interpreted as a successful reconstruction of source
intensities. At this high noise level, the signals are buried under
the noise, and when we fit the data with the catalog source
redshift templates, the extracted components are dominated by
noise rather than signal amplitude. Thus the improved
correlation is merely due to the position information imposed
by the external catalogs.
5.5. Comparing with the Limit of No Interlopers
In the case of no interloper lines (i.e., only single line
emission in the data), the best estimator of the single-line
intensity map is the observed map (regardless of foregrounds).
To compare our reconstruction performance with this limiting
case, we calculate the correlation coefficient between the input
single-line map with the same single-line map plus the
instrument noise.
Figure 18 shows the results using σn=10
4 Jy sr−1.
Comparing to Figure 6, which has the same noise level, the
single-line-plus-noise case has a lower correlation than the
reconstruction in Figure 6. Especially for the fainter lines (e.g.,
CO(3–2) at z∼0.6 and CO(4–3) at z∼1.1), our reconstruc-
tion map has a much better correlation. This can be explained
by the fact that in our algorithm, the sources are detected in the
template space rather than in a single voxel. That is, if a source
can be observed in two frequency channels, we extract the
source by projecting the signals in these two channels to the
template space, which is effectively combining the information
from both channels. Consequently, we are able to achieve a
better S/N on the fainter lines because of the greater sensitivity
of their brighter counterpart.
Figure 12. VID of the no SLED bias (red), 20% bias (cyan), 50% bias (yellow), and 100% bias (purple), and the true maps (solid lines) in the six broad bands with
noise level σn=10
4 Jy sr−1 and reconstruction threshold m=4. The error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations. The gray curves are the VID of the total
observed map, which includes signals from all of the lines and noise. For reference, the blue and green dashed lines mark the noise level σn and I*.
Figure 13. Pearson correlation coefficient r between the true and the
reconstructed maps on 2500 light cones for SPHEREx-like mock data. The
bands are the rms of the value in 100 noise realizations with the sample line
signal. The gray bands are the correlation coefficient with the uncorrelated
white noise map for reference.
Figure 14. Pearson correlation coefficient r between the true and the
reconstructed maps on 2500 light cones for SPHEREx-like mock data with a
realistic level of SLED variation. The bands are the rms of the value in 100
noise realizations with the sample line signal. The gray bands are the
correlation coefficient with the uncorrelated white noise map for reference.
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5.6. Improving Cross-correlation Uncertainty
Another useful application of the reconstruction technique is
for a more precise measurement of cross-correlation between
LIM and other tracers. Cross-correlation analysis not only
serves as a validation of a cosmological signal in LIM, since
the cross-correlation is less susceptible to foreground contam-
ination and other systematic effects, but also provides valuable
astrophysical and cosmological information.
While cross-correlating the total observed LIM map with an
external tracer gives an unbiased estimator of cross spectrum
between the target line and the external tracer, the presence of
continuum foregrounds and interlopers increases the error of
this measurement. Here we present a simple argument that for
cross-correlation analysis, using a reconstructed map instead of
the total observed map can effectively reduce the error bars on
the cross-power spectrum.
The cross-power spectrum errors between two fields δP12 in
a single mode are given by
d d d= +P P P P1
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where P1,2 is the cross-power spectrum, and δP1 and δP2 are the
errors on the auto power spectrum in the two fields. For a single
k mode, δP1=P1, δP2=P2, where P1 and P2 are the total
power spectra (including signals and noise) measured in two
fields. Equation (13) can be expressed in terms of the cross-
correlation coefficient: =r P P P1,2 1,2 1 2 ,
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Say we have an external galaxy sample that traces one of the
target CO lines, then we can write the total observed LIM data
as the combination of target CO line (ICO), other interloper
lines (Iinterlopers), and the noise (In),
= + +I I I I . 15ntot CO interlopers ( )
The expectation value of the cross spectrum between the
observed total map and galaxy is the same as the cross
spectrum with only the target CO, since the other components
are not correlated with the large-scale structure at the same
redshift, so á ñ = á ñP Pg,tot g,co .
For simplicity, we assume the galaxies are perfectly
correlated with the target CO line field on the scale of interest,
so =r 1g,co . This implies the galaxy field and CO field always
have the same correlation r with any given field x, =r rg,x co,x.
From Equation (14), the error on the galaxy-CO cross
spectrum measured by cross-correlating the galaxy field with
the total observed LIM data is
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On the other hand, if we cross-correlate the galaxies with the
reconstructed CO map (COr), the error is
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However, Pg,cor is a biased estimator of Pg,co because of the error
in the reconstruction. If we assume that the reconstructed map
roughly preserves the same power as the true map, »P Pco cor ,
then we can write9 = =P r P r Pg,co g,co g,co co,co g,cor r r . Therefore,
we have to de-bias cross spectrum Pg,cor by factor r1 co,cor,
=P P rg,co g,co co,cor r. The value of rco,cor cannot be directly
inferred from the data, so we have to estimate it by simulating
the possible range of signals; this introduces an extra error term
to the drco,cor due to the uncertainty in rco,cor,
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In summary, the S/N on the galaxy-CO cross spectrum Pg,co
using the total observed map and the reconstructed map is
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Figure 15. Comparing r of the reconstructed map with the no background subtraction (red), subtracting the mean of the whole data cube (cyan), and subtracting a first-
order polynomial in the spectral direction for each light cone (yellow), using a 4σ reconstruction threshold. The values are the average of r within the channels of the
band, and the error bars are the rms of 100 noise realizations of all of the spectral bins in each band.
9 = » = -P r P P r P P r Pg gg,co g,co co g,co co g,co g cor r r r r , where the last equality
uses the assumption =r 1g,co .
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Note that the S/N in both cases converges to unity when r is
unity and the de-bias error is zero, which is the limit of sample
variance.10
Figure 19 shows the S N tot and S/Nr with two different
values of drco,cor and rco,tot as a function of rco,cor. According to
the calculations in Section 5.1, the value of rco,cor ranges from
∼0.7 to ∼0.9 (except for the most noisy case, s = ´5 10n 4
Jy sr−1). To estimate the realistic rco,tot value, we calculate the
correlation of the input CO line maps and the observed map
with σn=10
4 Jy sr−1, the same noise level as in Figure 6. The
results are shown in Figure 20. We find that rco,tot are around
0.2–0.5 in this case. With this range of parameters, Figure 19
indicates that S/Nr is better than S/Ntot, which means that in
our model, using the reconstructed map instead of the observed
map in cross-correlation can reduce the uncertainty.
5.7. Estimating the Complete Interloper Population
Here we discuss a potential extension of the technique,
which is capable of estimating the total power of an interloper
population. The method uses an incompletely reconstructed
interloper sample and an incomplete, external tracer of the
interloper density field. Once the interloper contribution is fully
quantified, the high-redshift signal of interest in an LIM data
set can be estimated without bias. As an example, we write the
observed intensity of a [C II] LIM data set as
d= + +I I I , 20nobs CO C obsII ( )
where ICO is the total CO interloper intensity, IC II is the [C II]
signal, and dnobs is the instrumental noise. For simplicity, here
we only consider the contribution of one CO rotational line as
the foreground.
Given a reconstruction threshold, we reconstruct the bright
CO emissions using our technique as:
a d= +I I , 21nCOrec CO recb ( )
where ICO
rec is the reconstructed CO intensity and ICOb is the
intensity of bright CO sources in the reconstruction, which is a
subset of the total CO population. There are two sources of
error in the reconstruction: a multiplicative term α proportional
to the bright CO intensity, where α can be greater or smaller
than unity, and an additive term dnrec describing random (or
misidentified) fluctuations about the true CO intensity, which is
uncorrelated with the CO field.
The auto power spectrum of the reconstructed CO map is
a d d
a
á ñ = á ñ + á ñ
= á ñ +
I I I I
I b P k N , 22
n nCO
rec
CO
rec 2
CO CO
rec rec
2
CO
2
CO
2 rec
b b
b b
¯
¯ ( ) ( )
where, in the linear regime that we consider here, bCOb is the
cosmological clustering bias of the bright CO sources, P(k) is
the matter density field, and Nrec is the auto power spectrum of
the dnrec term as a noise bias.
Using an external galaxy sample g in the same redshift range
as the CO interlopers, we cross-correlate g with the observed
and reconstructed maps, respectively, and consider only linear
clustering scales:
á ñ = á ñgI r I b b P k , 23obs CO CO g ( ) ( )
a aá ñ = á ñ = á ñgI g I r I b b P k , 24bCOrec CO CO CO gb b b¯ ( ) ( )
where a aá ñ = ¯ , bg is the bias of the galaxy tracer, bCOb is the
bias of the bright CO population, and r (rb) is the astrophysical
stochastic cross-correlation parameter between the galaxy and
CO (COb) populations.
Figure 16. VID of no background subtraction (red), subtracting the mean of the whole data cube (cyan), subtracting a first-order polynomial in the spectral direction
for each light cone (yellow), and the true (black) maps in the six broad bands with noise level σn=10
4 Jy sr−1 and reconstruction threshold m=4. The error bars are
the rms of 100 noise realizations. The gray curves are the VID of the total observed map, which includes signals from all of the lines and noise. For reference, the blue
and green dashed lines mark the noise level σn and I*, respectively.
10 The power spectrum cross-correlation coefficient can be derived from the
Pearson correlation (Equation (10)) with a weighting on pixels. Since our
pixels are generated and reconstructed independently of each other, the Pearson
correlation coefficient here is an unbiased estimator of the power spectrum
correlation coefficient. Thus here we will use the value of the Pearson
correlation we derived for the power spectrum correlation coefficient.
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Finally, we construct an estimator of the full CO power
spectrum as
a a
a
á ñ = á ñ á ñá ñ
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If we can pick a reconstruction threshold such that the
reconstruction of a subset of the CO population (bright CO
sources) includes the majority of CO emitters, then r≈rb.
Furthermore, if the reconstruction noise is negligible,
a N 0rec 2¯ , then this estimator becomes an unbiased
estimator of the full CO power spectrum on large scales:
á ñ = á ñ á ñá ñ = á ñI I I I
gI
gI
I b P k . 26CO CO CO
rec
CO
rec CO
obs
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2
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2
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2 ( ) ( )
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⎟⎟
In principle, this argument holds regardless of the luminosity
limit of the CO population used for the reconstruction and
regardless of the magnitude limit of the galaxy sample used for
the cross-correlation estimate, as long as the galaxy and CO
samples overlap spatially. This is potentially a powerful
approach to access the entire interloper CO population without
the need to identify the faint, undetected source contributions.
Subtracting this CO estimate then provides an unbiased
estimate of the high-redshift [C II] power spectrum in the same
LIM data set, which is highly desirable.
With an external galaxy catalog along, one can also estimate
the total CO power on large scales where »r 1, with the
estimator: á ñ á ñgI ggCOobs 2 . However, the advantage of the
Equation (25) estimator is that it only requires r≈rb, which
can be valid on smaller scales where r<1, as long as the
reconstruction has sufficient quality in terms of the noise level
purity and completeness. Therefore, with the reconstructed
Figure 17. Comparing r of the reconstructed map with no external catalog prior (red), and utilizing the external catalog prior to fit the catalog sources before running
the MP reconstruction (cyan), using a 4σ reconstruction threshold. The values are the average of r within the channels of the band, and the error bars are the rms of 100
noise realizations of all of the spectral bins in each band.
Figure 18. Pearson correlation coefficient r between the true line maps and the
same maps adding the σn=10
−4 Jy sr−1 noise on 2500 light cones. The bands
are the rms of the value in 100 noise realizations with the sample line signal.
The gray bands are the r value shown with the uncorrelated white noise map for
reference.
Figure 19. Comparing the S/N on the cross-power spectrum of one CO line
and the external tracer, using the total observed map (S/Ntot) and the
reconstructed CO map (S/Nr). We consider two different values of drco,cor and
rco,tot that cover the range of realistic parameter values in our model. The value
of ~ -r 0.7 0.9co,cor according to the results in Section 4, and therefore using
the reconstructed map instead of the total observed map in cross-correlation can
reduce the uncertainty (i.e., >S N S Nr tot).
Figure 20. Pearson correlation coefficient r between the true input and the total
observed maps on 2500 light cones with σn=10
4 Jy sr−1. The bands are the
rms of the value in 100 noise realizations with the sample line signal. The gray
bands are the r value shown with the uncorrelated white noise map for
reference.
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map, one can potentially extract the total CO power to smaller
scales.
We note that a high reconstruction threshold m is required
in order to achieve a (nearly) noiseless reconstruction
( a N 0rec 2¯ ). On the other hand, r≈rb becomes invalid if
the threshold is too high such that majority of the fainter
sources is missed in the reconstruction. In addition, a high
threshold tends to boost the shot noise in the reconstructed
power spectrum, as well as uncertainties in the CO power
spectrum estimator (Equation (25)). There is clearly a trade-off
between the fidelity of the reconstructed signals and the
uncertainty to estimate the desired signals. A detailed
simulation is necessary to determine the optimal threshold to
minimize the effect of bias from Nrec and the variance from the
reconstruction shot noise, and evaluate the performance of the
CO power spectrum estimator. We leave this investigation to
future work.
5.8. Comparing Foreground Cleaning Capability with
Masking
Our algorithm can serve as a foreground mitigation method
for [C II] LIM measurement by identifying the bright CO
foreground signals. In this section, we quantify this “fore-
ground cleaning” performance using our algorithm and
compare it with the masking method, where a “cleaned map”
is obtained by masking out voxels that contain bright CO
sources identified with an external source catalog.
In the following, we compare two cases: (1) in the masking
case, the “cleaned map” is the observed map (including all of
the lines and instrument noise) masked using external CO
catalogs, and (2) the “cleaned map” derived from our algorithm
is the observed map subtracting the CO reconstructed map.
The external catalog considered here is the same as the one
described in Section 5.4: a flux cut on CO(5–4) at the level of
150 Le Mpc
−2 (6×10−17 W m−2), which gives ∼1.2 galaxies
per light cone (0.432 arcmin2 pixel solid angle) and corresponds
to a mAB∼21.8 threshold in the optical band. Note that this
masking threshold is comparable to the “case A” masking in Sun
et al. (2018), although here we consider a simpler model that
ignores the scatter in the line luminosity model. For this masking
scenario, the “cleaned map” is the observed map minus any
voxels that contain the sources in the external catalog.
In our algorithm, the CO sources and their spectra are
reconstructed and removed from the data iteratively, and the
residual can be regarded as a “cleaned map” that is free of
bright CO sources. However, we are only capable of cleaning
the multiline redshift bins in our algorithm. The signal
identified in the single-line redshift bins in our algorithm is
the combination of the remaining CO and [C II] signals. If we
remove all of the reconstructed single-line signals, we will
over-subtract [C II] in the cleaned map. Therefore, for the
single-line redshift bins (0.15z0.51; 0.72z0.89;
z1.87), we clean the data by masking voxels that contain
external catalog sources.
As a figure of merit, we calculate the S/N of the respective
[C II] shot-noise power spectra (since there is no clustering
signal in our mock light cones) while including the residual CO
as part of the noise contribution.
The error on the shot-noise power spectrum δPsh in a map is
d s= =P P
N
V
N
, 27sh
tot
mode
vox tot
2
mode
( )
where Ptot is the total power spectrum of the cleaned map on
the shot-noise scales, which is proportional to the total voxel
variance in the map, s tot2 . Nmode is the number of k-space modes
used to measure the shot noise. Nmode is usually of the order of
the total number of voxels, so we choose Nmode=6000,
similar to the number of voxels in TIME. The shot-noise power
of the [C II] signal is given by
s=P V , 28C vox C2II II ( )
where sC2 II is the voxel variance of the [C II] signal map. The
S/N of the [C II] shot-noise power spectrum is then:
d
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P
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2
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II II ( )
We test the foreground cleaning performance with the same
set of 2500 mock light cones described in Section 4, and
calculate the [C II] shot-noise S/N using Equation (29). sC2 II is
the variance of the input [C II] map, and s tot2 is the variance of
the cleaned map. For simplicity, sC2 II and s tot2 are the variance
from all of the frequency channels.
In Figure 21, the black dotted lines and the red lines show
the [C II] shot-noise S/N with the cleaned map obtained from
masking and from our algorithm, respectively. For reference,
the black dashed lines are the [C II] shot-noise S/N of the
observed map before cleaning, and thus the map includes the
contribution from all of the lines and the instrument noise.
According to Figure 7, the optimal threshold that gives the
maximum r value is m∼4. In Figure 21, m=4 is marked
with an orange dashed line, and we see that in the highest-noise
case for this threshold, masking (black dotted line) using an
external (deep) catalog performs slightly better than reconstruc-
tion (red line) because it is difficult for the MP algorithm to
extract the signals from noisy data directly. For realistic noise
levels (between σn=5×10
3 and 104 Jy sr−1), the reconstruc-
tion outperforms masking.
We also compare this result with the limiting case where there
are only [C II] and instrumental noise in the data (green line), i.e.,
s s s= + ntot2 C2 2II . For a small reconstruction threshold m, the
reconstructed S/N is better than this limit, which indicates that
the reconstruction over-fits and misidentifies noise fluctuation as
a signal and removes them from the cleaned data. We see that for
the two realistic noise levels at m∼4, the reconstructed S/N is
lower than this limit, and thus indicates that overfitting is not an
issue at this threshold. Also note that in the highest-noise case,
the masking S/N is close to the noise-plus-[C II] limit (green
line), for the following reason: since the external catalog goes
much deeper than the noise level, noise fluctuation dominates
over the line signals after masking, and thus variance in the
masked map is close to the noise variance.
Finally, we point out that the reconstructed [C II] shot-noise
S/N (red line) converges to a constant instead of increasing
with smaller threshold m values. This is because of the fact that
in the low threshold limit, the reconstruction residual in the
cleaned map is subdominant compared to the (masked) single-
line redshift bin signals being added back to the residual, and
thus the cleaned map S/N does not depend on the threshold
value.
To sum up, for a realistic noise level, our reconstruction
performs better than masking in terms of foreground cleaning
capability, given our signal model and the external catalog
considered in this work. We note that this conclusion depends
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on the line luminosity function model and the depth of the
external catalog for masking, and we leave a more detailed
analysis to future work.
5.9. Technique Extensions
In this section, we outline some directions for extending the
current framework to further improve upon the line reconstruc-
tion in future work.
5.9.1. Template Generalization
Currently we use a single SLED template for all redshift bins
in the reconstruction; this can be easily generalized to
incorporate multiple spectral templates to account for the
redshift evolution and SLED variation of the signals. In
addition, the extension can help differentiate the emission from
different types of galaxies that have different SLEDs. For
instance, if we have two different SLED models for early- and
late-type galaxies, respectively, we can incorporate them by
having two columns in A for every redshift bin such that the
reconstruction can infer not only the redshift and luminosity of
the sources, but also their galaxy type from the SLED
templates.
5.9.2. Alternative Sparse Approximation Algorithm
The MP algorithm adopted in this work optimizes the ℓ0
norm in Equation (8), which is the direct sum of the nonzero
elements in
~
N . We can improve the algorithm by including
prior information on the expected value of each element in
~
N ,
which depends on the voxel size and source luminosity
function. For instance, instead of using the MP algorithm, one
can obtain the sparse solution by solving the following ℓ1-norm
regularization equation:
l- +~ ~~ I AN w Nargmin , 30
N
2
2
1· ( )   
where the parameter λ determines the regularization strength
for preventing overfitting, which has a similar effect as the
stopping criteria in the MP algorithm; the prior information on
the number density of the sources in each redshift bin can be
encoded in the weight vector w in this expression.
5.9.3. Clustering Information
In this work, we only perform the pixel-by-pixel line
deconfusion using the information in the spectral correlation
due to the multiple lines emitted from the same source to
reconstruct the signals. The clustering information of the galaxies,
which is neglected in this work, could provide additional
information on the emission field. We can generalize this
framework by incorporating the clustering information from the
known galaxy two-point correlation, and perform the reconstruc-
tion on an ensemble of pixels to simultaneously fit for the spectral
correlation and clustering. For example, if we have a theoretical
model for the line-of-sight two-point correlation function of
N z( ), x N zth ( ( )), we can add anotherℓ2-norm regularization term
to Equation (30),
l x x-~N Nz z . 31clus th 22( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) 
This will enforce the algorithm to give higher priority to
solutions close to the theoretical correlation function. Similarly,
with an external catalog that traces the same large-scale
structure, one can also constrain the algorithm with cross-
correlation:
l x d x d-~N Nz z, , , 32x x xclus ext th ext 22( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) ( ) 
where δext is the density field of the external tracer, e.g., galaxy
samples, and ξ x is the cross-correlation between N(z) and δext.
We leave further investigation that makes use of clustering
information to future work.
6. Conclusion
We develop a spectral line deconfusion technique for LIM
experiments, where different spectral lines emitted by sources
at different redshifts can be observed in the same frequency
channel and then confused. Unlike most of the previously
proposed methods that decompose the line signals in the power
spectrum space, we perform a phase-space deconfusion that
reconstructs the individual line intensity maps, if multiple
spectral lines of a redshifted source population are observable.
The reconstructed line intensity maps are direct data products
of an LIM experiment, and can be used to trace the underlying
density field for various science applications.
Our method is based on the information that multiple
spectral lines emitted by redshifted sources are mapped onto
distinct observed frequencies, which give deterministic features
in the observed spectrum that can be fitted by a template. With
a set of spectral template models and assuming the sparse
approximation, we fit the LIM data iteratively with the MP
algorithm.
As an example, we consider an LIM survey with similar
survey parameters as the ongoing EoR [C II] experiments,
TIME, and CONCERTO. The intervening CO line intensity
maps at  z0.5 1.5 can be extracted with our technique,
since multiple CO rotational transitions are observable. We
demonstrate that with the assumed signal model and realistic
noise level, our reconstructed CO maps reach ∼80% spatial
correlation with the true maps. In addition, in our assumed
signal model and realistic survey setup, the VID of individual
Figure 21. S/N on [C II] shot-noise power spectrum after CO line foreground removal with masking (black dotted) and sparse reconstruction (red) with different
instrument noise level σn and reconstruction threshold m. The orange dashed line marks the m=4 threshold for reference. We also show the S/N before cleaning
(black dashed), and the limiting case of the no CO signals (green) for comparison.
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lines can be correctly extracted with a high S/N down to the
ℓ*-scale. The CO luminosity function derived from the VID
measurement can provide information on galaxy formation and
evolution as traced by the CO distribution across cosmic time.
The reconstruction performance is robust against a realistic
level of line ratio uncertainties and continuum foreground
mitigation process.
In addition to probing the large-scale luminosity and density
fields, the reconstructed line intensity maps can also be used for
a variety of applications. As a demonstration, we show that
using the reconstructed map instead of the original LIM data set
can effectively reduce uncertainties in cross-correlation mea-
surements, and improve the performance of interloper masking
to reveal the high-redshift line emissions. Furthermore, given
that the reconstructed intensity map, even if incomplete, traces
the matter density on large scales, we construct an estimator
capable of estimating the total interloper power. The estimator
invokes the cross-correlation of the reconstructed map with an
external density tracer such as galaxies in the linear clustering
regime. This approach has the potential to fully specify the
interloper and high-redshift source populations and warrants
future investigation.
While we mainly discuss the application for an EoR [C II]
LIM experiment in this paper, this technique is not restricted to
this setup. We demonstrate that our technique can successfully
extract redshifted optical line signals from a SPHEREx-like
experiment in the near-infrared. The technique is a general
framework that can be readily applied to mitigate line
deconfusion problems in LIM experiments and enhance the
science returns.
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Appendix A
The Matching Pursuit Algorithm
In this section, we describe the detailed steps in the matching
pursuit (MP) algorithm. The MP algorithm iteratively selects an
atom in the dictionary to project out part of the signals in the
data, and keep track of the current solution of the signal f and
residual R for the next step until the solution meets the
stopping criteria. In Equation (8), for a given signal I and
matrix A, we define a set of vectors yi{ } to be the column
vectors in A (i.e., the atoms in the dictionary). The MP
algorithm works as follows:
1. Initialize at step t=0: =f 00 , =R I0 , =~N 00 .
2. Compute the inner product of R0 and ψiʼs:
y= á ñRu , . A1i i0 0{ } { } ( )
3. Select the element γ to be updated by
g = uargmax . A2
i
i0{ } ( )
4. If u0γ meets the stopping criteria, end the process and
return =N 0. Else, proceed to step 5.
5. Update the current ft, Rt, and record the amplitude of the
new solution in γ-th element of vector
~
Nt:
y= + g g+f f u , A3t t t1 ( )
y= - g g+R R u , A4t t t1 ( )
g g= +~ ~ g+N N u . A5t t t1( ) ( ) ( )
6. Compute the inner product of +Rt 1 and yiʼs:
y= á ñ+ +Ru , . A6t i t i1 1{ } { } ( )( )
7. Select the element γ to be updated by
g = +uargmax . A7
i
t i1{ } ( )( )
8. If g+u t 1( ) meets the stopping criteria, go back to step 5 for
the next iteration. Else, proceed to step 9.
9. Return the final solution = ~+N N It 1 norm.
As described in Section 3.3, the stopping criteria is set by
comparing utγ with the noise σn. This follows the fact that var
s=gut n2( ) (see Appendix B for the proof), so if we sets<g+u mt n1( ) in step 8, this is effectively setting an “m-σ”
detection threshold (e.g., m= 5 for a 5σ detection).
Figure A1 illustrates the steps of the MP algorithm solving
N of an example light cone. In this example, we set σn=10
kJy, and the detection threshold m=5. In this light cone,
there are sixℓ* sources in the multiline redshift bins at
z=[0.54, 1.06, 1.20, 1.24, 1.79, 1.82], shown in the top left
panel. Since N is the effective number ofℓ* sources per
redshift bin, the amplitudes in the six corresponding redshift
bins are equal to unity. The top middle panel shows the total
line signal in this light cone Itrue, including the emission from
those six sources as well as that from other sources in the
single-line redshifts. The top right panel shows the observed
data after adding noise to the signal Itrue, which is also
the R0 vector in the first step of the MP algorithm. The
blue dashed lines mark the noise level ±σn=10 kJy for
reference.
In the first iteration, the MP algorithm selects the 14th z-bin
index (z=0.54) with amplitude u1γ∼1, so the z=0.54
source is successfully extracted in this iteration. The gray
dashed spectrum in the left panel of the second row is the
template signal extracted in this step (u1γψγ). The updated
values of N1, f1, and R1 from step 5 are shown in the second row
of Figure A1.
Then we proceed to the second iteration. The MP algorithm
selects the 37th column (z=0.65). The gray dashed spectrum
in the left panel of the third row is the template signal fitted in
this step (u2γψγ). However, there is no z=0.65 source in the
input, which means the MP algorithm misidentifies the
emission from noise or other lines as the signal. The third
row of Figure A1 shows the updated values of N2, f2, and R2
from the second iteration.
In the third iteration, the 109th (z=1.24) column in the
dictionary is selected. The fourth row of Figure A1 shows the
updated values of N3, f3, and R3 from this iteration. Note that
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this time the MP algorithm picks up a correct redshift, while it
overestimates the amplitude by ∼40 %.
In the fourth iteration, the algorithm selects the 224th
column from the dictionary. The 224th column is not in the
multiline redshift bins (first 195 columns), and thus the N4 in
the bottom row of Figure A1 remains unchanged, whereas f4
and R4 are updated with a single-peak signal.
In the fifth iteration, the stopping criteria in step 8 is met
(u5γ<5σn), so the reconstruction terminates and returns the
last row of Figure A1 as the reconstruction results for this
light cone.
In summary, in this example, two of the six multiline redshift
sources have been reconstructed, in addition to one misidenti-
fied source. Comparing the final reconstructed light cone signal
(bottom middle panel of Figure A1) to the true input light cone
(top middle panel of Figure A1), we can see that the MP
reconstruction captures the strong peaks in the data, and the
remaining signals are close to the noise level.
Appendix B
Proving s=guvar t n2( )
In Section A, the residual of step t Rt can be expressed in the
linear combination of the dictionary atoms and noise:
å y= +R nc , B1t
i
i i ( )
where ci represents the constant coefficient. Then we derive
å
å
y
y y y
y
º á ñ
= á ñ + á ñ
= +
g g
g g
g
R
n
u
c
n
,
, ,
const . B2
t t
i
i i
j
j j ( )
The first term is not depend on the noise, so it is a constant term
that is not contributing to the variance. Also note that
y y dá ñ ¹g g,i i since the dictionary {ψi} are normalized but
Figure A1. Illustration of how the MP algorithm solves for the source vector N . See the text for a detailed description.
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not orthogonal. With this expression, we can calculate the
variance:
å
å
å
y
y
s y
s
á ñ = + á ñ =
á ñ = + á ñ
= +
= +
g g
g g
g
u n
u n
const const
const
const
const . B3
t
j
j j
t
j
j j
n
j
j
n
2 2 2 2
2 2 2
2 2 ( )
Therefore, we get
s= á ñ - á ñ =g g gu u uvar . B4t t t n2 2 2( ) ( )
Appendix C
SPHEREx Line Signal Model
In this section, we describe the line signal model in SPHEREx
wavelengths. We model five lines from z=0 to 10 in the
SPHEREx band: Lyα (121.6 nm), Hα (656.3 nm), Hβ (486.1 nm),
[O II] (372.7 nm), and [O III] (500.7 nm).
Since the optical lines are associated with star formation
activities, we model the signal with the following steps: we
start with the halo mass function, and use the star formation
rate (SFR)–halo mass (M) relation, and the SFR–line
luminosity relation to paint the spectral line signals to
each halo.
We use the publicly available halo mass function calculator
HMFcalc (Murray et al. 2013)11 to obtain the halo mass
function based on the Sheth et al. (2001) model. For the SFR–
M relation, we use the model from Behroozi et al. (2013), in
which the SFR–M relation is derived based on several
observational constraints.12
For the SFR–line luminosity relation, we assume a linear relation
for all of the lines. For Lyα, we use the prescription provided
by Fonseca et al. (2017) with their fiducial values: g =aLy
= = =af f E1, 0.2, 0.2, 1.0escUV escLy UV in their Equations (8) and
(15), and derive the conversion factor:
= ´ a- - -M
LSFR
yr
2.29 10
erg s
. C1
1
41 Ly
1
( )

For other spectral lines, we adopt the relation from Kennicutt
(1998) and Ly et al. (2007):
=  ´ a- - -M
LSFR
yr
7.9 2.4 10
erg s
, C2
1
42 H
1
( ) ( )

=  ´- - -M
LSFR
yr
1.4 0.4 10
erg s
, C3
1
41 O
1
II( ) ( )[ ]

=  ´- - -
SFR
M
L
yr
7.6 3.7 10
erg s
, C4
1
42 O
1
III( ) ( )[ ]

and for the Hβ line, we use the fixed line ratio b a =H H 0.35
(Osterbrock & Ferland 2006).
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